
Photoshop Adjustments -Magic Wand-Quick Selection Tools
Cutting out an image..replacing the background- Making a Mini-Me

Steps/Directions….

a. Go to website..download pics 
b. Open Photoshop..open pics in PS
c. Go to Image>Image Size—and change the pixel size of the height to 1000px
d. Open the CROP tool and crop the image as you like—leaving room around the head 
e. Go to Image> Image Adjustments> Levels- and slide the 3 sliders until you add more light 

and make it look better
f.  Now click on the MAGIC WAND TOOL, and set the tolerance at 32, and click on the green 

background, then hold down the SHIFT key and keep clicking until you have selected all of 
the green area around your subject..

g. OPEN the layers palette, double click on the LOCK on the BACKGROUND layer to unlock 
and change the name of the layer to layer 0, then click ok

h. NOW hit the DELETE key on the keyboard and your green screen should all disappear
i. Now find and click on the GRADIENT Tool, and pick a gradient color you like and click and 

drag to put the color behind the picture..
j. WHEN DONE with the background, go to SELECT>INVERSE, and now your marching ants 

will select the person in your picture
k. Go to EDIT->COPY, and then EDIT > PASTE IN FRONT
Now you have another copy of your picture

l. Go to EDIT>TRANSFORM >SCALE and then hold down SHIFT and scale down your picture 
copy to make it smaller -a mini-me..
m. Click on the TEXT tool, Type in your name and your period……

n. Go to File> save as>  myname2015.pdf SAVE as PHOTOSHOP PDF
o. Go to your website and add the .pdf to your site, and write a one paragraph reflection about 
what you learned
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